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Svsry student of* inorganic chemistry has observed the sim-
ilarity in the structural •f'oriiulas o-f* many compounds of oxygen
and sulfur. The -fact may have b 'en pointed out to him by his
instructor during the neriod in which he was attemnting to mas-
ter the vocabulary of the chemist, he may have become aware of
it during his study of the oeriodic system, or it may have be-
come gradualljr aooarent to him. The structural similarity of
such comoounds as H2O and H2S, GO^ and CSo, and BaO and BaS,
are well known. But the sulfur analogues of H2CO_5 and its car-
bonate salts are not as well known, ^Vith the conviction that
sulfur salts could be prepared bearing some resembla nce to the
well-knovm carbonate salts, the author commenced the investi-
gation of tri thiocarbonates which is recorded in this thesis*
In order to convince himself o-f the true nature of trithio-
carbonates the author has not taken f*or granted, immediately,
the vfork o-f orevious investigators but has repeated much of
their v/ork and has attemnted to add to our knowledge through
research in the laboratory. To accomplish this most satisfac-
torily it has been necessary to restrict his oersonal investi-
gation to the preparation and -properties of barium trithio-
carbonate.
The author wishes to thank Dr. hyman C. Newell for his
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A Historical Resume o-p the Results of
Previous Investigators
The sulfur analogues of the metallic carbonates in which
the Dositions cf the three oxygen atoms of the carbonate radi-
cal are held by three sulfur atoms have become knovm as tri-
thiocarbonates
.
The term thiocarbonates has been used by
some investigators but, since the same term is used for the
derivatives of mono- thiocarbonic acid, it will be avoided in
this thesis. The aj thor has made a study of the salt deriva-
tives of tri thiocarbonic acid, HS.GS.SH, which he has used as
a foundation -^or his research on the preparation and properties
of barium trithiocarbonate.
In 1826 Berzelius^ published the results of his investi-
gations on the reactions of carbon disul'^'ide with soluble sul-
f‘ides that had been noted by Zeise in 1824, Berzelius ore-
pared soluble and insoluble tri thiocarbonates of various metals
bj'' direct combination of carbon disulfide and the sulfides of
the metals. He recognized the -f^act that the tri thiocarbonates
are unstable and give off carbon disulfide on decompositi on.
He attempted to analyze the crude tri thiocarbonates v/hich he
prepared but met with defeat on every hand, and concluded
that unstable tri thiocarbonates could not be analyzed.
In 1844 Falieres^ oolnted out that large quantities of
potassium trithiocarbonate, K2 GS3 , were being used in the
1. E, W, Yeoman, J. Ghera, Soc. 119, :38-34 (1921)
2, Falieres, Ann, Ghim, 'J’hys , (<*^) 2, 1 ',4-144 (1844)
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5destruction of phylloxera, in place of free carbon disul:^ide
which had been previously used. The was claimed to be
preferable to free GS2 which injured the vine. Falieres sug-
gested a crude raethod of analysis in v/'' ich the GS2 was pre-
cipi tated f'rom the tri thiocaroonate solution by ac^ding H^SO^
and distilled into benzene. The increase in vo lurae of the
benzene was determined, and the industrial value of trithio-
carDonate calculated. I'Thile this method of analysis gave the
percentage of available GS2 with sufficient accuracy for
industrial purnoses, it was found to be of little Vc lue to the
author in his attempt to analyze barium tri thiocarbona te
.
In 1876 iiermet^ published under the name of sulphocar-
bonates two articles concerning the qualitative nature of some
metallic tri thiocarbona tes
. He observed that the alkaline tri-
thiocarbonates were all delinuescent and dissolved in water to
form a reddish-colored solution. Merrnet'^ suggested the follow-
ing delicate test for tri thiocarbonates : An alkaline solution
of a nickel salt is diluted until almost colorless bytadding
^TH^OH and H2O, and to this is added a fev; drops of the solution
to be tested. A cherry-red tint is produced if over one part
of tri thiocarbonate per 60,000 parts of solution is nresent.
Fifty-seven years after the investigations of Berzelius,
Sestini^ presented a naoer on the Preparation of Thiocarbonates
for Destruction of Phylloxera. The suggested raethod was for
the preparation of a mixture of and GaGS-. Two hundred
3. Mermet, A., Bull. Soc. Ghim. (2) XXIV, 433^434 (1876}
4. TIermet, A., Goinnt. rend., iJtxxi, 344 (I876)
5. Sestini, G-azzetta Chiro. Ital., 12, 476-82 (1883)
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*
6gr^ras CS,j, 200 grams K2C0^, 2'^0 grams GaO slaked with 1 C 0 graras
H2O, and loco grams M2O, were refliixed at G. "^or ben hours.
During the same year ( 1 ?P 3 ) Muntz^ advanc ed. a method of analysis
of GS2 in tri thiocarbonates similar to that of Falieres. The
essential di-^^erences in the methods are that ZnSO^ was added
bo the tri thiocarbonate solution in place of H2S0^, and that
petroleum was used to collect the GS'-) in place o"^ Muntz
claimed good analytical results.
7
In t 911 Tarngin and Magri nublished the results of their
investigation of K2GS3. They noted that a water soluti. on dT
exposed to the sunlight would decompose in about two
hours into K2S arti GSq with subsequent hydrolysis of the K2S.
They also noted that a similar solution in vacuo v;ould not de-
compose as readily. The au.thor of this thesis found that he
was able to prevent the decomnosi tion o'f’ tri thiocarbonates by
keeping them in a desiccator over GS2 • Tarngin and liagri also
passed various gases through a water solution of K2CS-^ while
it v/as being heated to boiling. The 'following reactions are
suggested as ta^^ing nlace:
N^t K2GS^ + 2H2O -»• GSo + 2 IT0H f H2S
Air: 2K2GS3 d 2H2O 4 2O2 K2S2O3 + K2GO3 * GS2
GO2: KoGS^ 4 GO2 4 K2O K2GO3 4 GS2 f H2S
By the year 1919 the interest in tri thiocarbonates as a
cure for Phylloxera seems to have abated and aitention was
being given to their removal from amraonia liquor in the gas
6. Huntz, A., Gomnb, ^end. 9^, 1430 - 1433 , (iPT^o)
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7works. Tioe fi-f^by-f onnual reoort^ (1918) on £.lkali works
by bhe Chief Inspector (England) p. 59-74, suggests a method
of getting an aonroximate me. sure the amount of thiocarbonate
in a'amoniacal liquor. The nercent of thiocc rbonate is obtained
b 3^ digesting the striiple in absence o-f air, heating, i"^ necessary,
at dO'^-90^ G. The subsequent sulfide is removed by shaking
with PbCO^. The norcent thiocarbonates is calculated -^roni
Q
the amount o-f* PbS '^ormed
.
Snielman and ?7ood advised shaking
with ZnCO^ in addition to the PbCO^ treatment. kinder, Golman,
and Yeoman at first emphasized the necessity of excluding air
during the digestion, but later found that a conical •'^lask
with a loose stopper was sufficient, as the escaping vapa* s
gave protection. Spielman and VJood^^ also suggested a
coloration method for the determination of tri thiocarbonates
,
This method was based on the comparison o-f* the sample v/i th
standard solutions, but this method proved unsatis^^ac torq/ due
to colored impu.r- i t i e s .
The most outstanding article concerning tri thiocarb -.nates
which aopears in the literatu.re is that by T. k. Yeoman* on
Tri thiocarbonates and ^erthiocarbonates
.
Yeoman claims to
have preoared in pure ^'orm and to have anal^rzed, by the usual
empirical methods, the
^
Ca, Sr, and Ba salts of
HgCS^^. Yeoman prepared pure hydrosul-^ides of the alkali metc.ls
by oassi-ng H^S through alcoholic solutions of their ethoxides






71^ A ( 1919 )
9. Soielman and V7ood, J. Soc
.
Gh. Ind.
, 38,. 3-9 -70 T ( 1919 )
1G. kinder, Golman, and keom n. J. Soc
.
Gh. Ind.
, 37, 319 T ( 1916)
1 1
. Snielman and V7ood, J. Soc Ch. Ind .
.
38,, 43 T (19 19 )
* See ref. 1, n. 4.
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8and then foriried the cure al'-^ali polysulfides 'by adding S to
the mixtures. GSo was then oassed into the mixtures. All
operations were carried on in c-n atmosphere of hydrogen. The
[methods of analysis used, by Yeoman and the possibility of his
getting the results v/hich he claiims will oe discussed in another
Dcrt of this tliesis.
The year ’TT5 :*^o'Lnd investigators especicALly interested in
qualitative tests end in rec.etionr o" tri thiocarbonates
.
Hirsch-
kind suggested the red to brown color produced by adding a
Pew drops o-P TO/b Pb'OAcJ^ solution to the sample as a test for
a trithioca-rbonate. avu, Couture, and Closse^-^ recorded
many qualitative color tests, which together vvith those noted
oy Yang^^ will be recorded in another part o-p this thesis.
Mang^^ also pointed to the .t esence op tri thiocarbonates as the
cause of the ''dark viscose" which is encountered in the man-
ufacture of artificial silk.
The author has attemoted in this introduction to familiarize
the reader with the nature o-p tri thiocarbona,tes in general.
It is his intention to limit the remainder of this thesis to b.












Tng. Yin. J. Press., 11?
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A Consideration of Previous *xethods of Preparing
BariUia Tri tliiocarbon. te
The author intends in this chanter to consider the various
Tiethods of orenaring bao^ium tri thi ocarbo-'^abe v/hich he ve been
suggested in the literature. '^ome of the methods were developed
for the preparation bri thiocarb onabes other than barium tri-
thiocarbonate
,
and the nossibility o-f* adanting theia bo the
prenars.tion of barium tri bhiocarbona te will be discussed. The
author has attempted to give the credit in so far as is nossible
to the original author o-^ each method. In instances in which
a method has occurred several times in the literature the
earliest dated reference has been given.
In 1885 Veley^"^ prepared a yellow solid which he could not
analyze, but which he oelieved was bariuia tri thiocarb nate . The
yellow solid was prepared by passing a stream of saturated
with GS2 through a freshly-prepared solution of Ba(HS} 2 « The
BaCHS )2 prenared by nassing H2 S into an aqueous solution
of Ba( 0H) 2 . The GSg converted the BatSH )2 BaGS^ according
to the following enuation: Ba(SH )2 + CS2 BaGSjj 4 H^S. The
BaGS^ v/as oreci oi bated ^ rom the solution with cxlcohol and dried
in a vacuum. Veley's inability bo anal.yze his oroduct was no
doubt due to the -Pact thi t BaCS^ decomposes in water slov/ly.
Yeoman, some years later, repeated Veley s work, an3
claimed good results. Ye) man also clain^d bo have analyzed the
16
.
Veley, J. Ghem. Soc. 49, T 369 '1886)
* See ref. 1, p. 4
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su’bs’.ance using ordinc.ry e^ipirical metho<^s. The author this
thesis also oreoared bariura tri thiocarbore te by this method but
was unable to prepare as pure a nroduct as that claimed by Yeojaan,
It is the opinion of the author that the methods of analysis used
by Yeoman were inaccurate. The reasons fcr makiing this stateiaent
will appear later in this thesis,
Y&) man also suggested that BaCS^ could be prepared by
passing a stream of hydrogen saturated with carbon disulfide
into barium hydroxide v/hich was susoeuded in alcohol. This method
was discarded by the author due to the small yield obtained.
Another method, somewhat similar to the above methods, is
stated b^r Ve^nino. A translation of Vanino's method follows:
Satura.te a soliition of grams cr^rstalllzed barium hydroxide,
dissolved in 50 c.c. of v/arm v/ater, in a closed flask with
hydrogen sul-fide. Mix the barium hydrosul'^ide solution with a
v/arm solution containing an equal amount of barium hydroxide.
Pour in the liquor 8 grams of carbon disul-^ide. This orecioi-
tates the barium tri tliiocarbonate as fine yellow crystals.
Filter and wash with a little water, then with one-half strength
alcohol, -^inally with nure alcohol. Dry on a steam bath. The
addition of more alcohol nrecipi tates more of the thiocarbonate.
Yield, 12-15 greias
.
The writer found this method to be rapid but discarded it
due to the imourities -^ound in the nroduct. The chief impurity
was barium hydroxide.
See ref. 1, p. 4
l7.Vanino, L,
,
Praoarative Ghem. I Baud, p, 381 ( 1921 )
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Vanino also suggested a method of* preparing barium trithio-
carbonate vhich was similar to the method used by Sestini"**^ in
t863. Sestini prepared a inioLture o'f* the thiocarbonatee of
potassium and calcium by refluxing at '^0° C. a mixture of 200
grams GS^* 200 grams K2G0^, 200 grams GaO slaked with iQC gi ams
H20» and loOO grams H2 O, for ten hours. This product was used
as a remedy against a vine disease kno^vn as phylloxera. The
author’s translation of Vanino' s adaotcotion to barium trithio-
carbonate •f'ollov/s; Place 50 grams Ba(0H)2 round-bo t to.aed
500 c.c. flask and cover the solid with 125 c.c. of GS2 • Glose
the ^lask with a cork stonoer tfo vvhich has been attached a reflux
condenser, and heat gently '’or two hours, Gontrol the temnera-
ture by a water bath. If* the yellow residue anpears dry, add
50 c.c. of GS2 * At the end o^ the reaction d^istill of'^ the ex-
cess carbon disul'^’ide. Yield, 95/“^. The author prepared BaCS^
according to the directions, hecting the mixture on a steam bath
for' two hours. The presei^ce of v/hite barium h^/droxide could be
detected in the yellow oi-oduct. The oroduct apoeared to oe
crystals of barium hydroxide coated with a film of the yellov/
barium tri thioctirbonc; te. Thinking that the two-hour refluo:ing
period was too short a time to get a nure product the author re-
peated the procedure several times using refluxing periods of
as high as ten hours. In each instance barium hydroxide could
be detected under a microscooe. The author conclix^ ed thf t the
95/0 yield mentioned by Vanino referred simply to the yield of the
unpurified product. The results of the above experiments v/ere
* See ref. 5, p.5
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reported to Dr. L. c. T^ewell in a memorandum dated December 17.
1928. Dr. ^Tewell sup:geRted that an attempt be made to puri:^y
the product. An attempt to puri-f*2r the product b^sed on the
di-^-^erence in solubilit^r o-^ barium hydr'-'Xide and barium tri-
thiocarbonate resulted in an unsatis-^actory
,
but purer product.
The method vms abandoned, and the search -^or a better method was
continued. The author has since concluded that complete puri-
fication probably could not have been obtc<.ined due to partial
hydrolysis of the barium t ri thi 0 carbona t e
.
Another method of preparation depending on the reaction
beti^een carbon disul-’^ide and barium h^/droxide to get the barium
tri thiocarbonate is indicated in the follovring translation of
Wilhelm Hang’s experiments on tri thiocarbonates . >1 s )lu.tion
of bariuni h^rdroxide saturated at jC® G. is added to carbon di-
sulf’ide. The mixture is left on a water bath at a temperature
a little below the boiling point o'^ carbon disul-^ide. The solu-
tion which is at -^irst colorless later changes gradually from
yellov/ to dark or’ange. On cooling, the barium hydroxide do ould
not be precipitated. To obtain crystallization it is necessary
to evaporate the s:)lution on a water bath nearly to dryness.
On cooling there is obtained a oa ss of ^ine crystals which appear
to the eye to be perfectly homogeneous. Under a microscope the
mass is seen to be composed o^^ two distinct kinds of crystals.
One part of* the mass is composed of ^ ne needle-like, colorless
crystals of barium hydroxide v/hile the other part is character-
ized by large yellow, double hexagonal, pyramid crystals which
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seoarate Dhe crystals by adding alcohol to a concentrated so-
lution o-f' the two substances, thereby taking advantcge of
differences in solubility of barium hydroxide and oarium
tri thiocarbonate in alcohol. The oarium tri thiocarbonate is
only slightly soluble in alcohol while most of the barium
hydroxide stays in solution. Hang noted the uniformity of his
product under a microscope and made some qualitative tests,
but did not attempt to analyze it nuanti tatively . Mang did
not state how much of a yield he obtained. The author of
this ihesis preoared barium tri thiocarbonate according to the
method used by Hang but was unsatis-^ied v/i th the yield ob-
tained which was less than of the theoretical yield, and
continued his search ^or a satis-^ac tory method of preoaring
barium tri thiocarb:^nate.
It i-
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Some of the Author’s !3xperi;aents on Tri thiocarbonates
In this chapter the author has included copies of some
of the menioranduMia which he sent to Dr. by/aan G. Newell
durint5 develoornent of this thesis. Only ‘oreliminary
investigations are recorded in this chapter.
1^?
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Cecember 17 » 1928
To: Dr. T,yrnan C, Newell
From: C, P. Ba’^cer
Subject: Preparation of barium thiooarbona te
I prepared BaCS^ according to the directions prepared
from similar directions for the prenaration bf GaCS^ mentioned
in a British patent and carried out by C. Stamato^f . In my
first attempt I heated on a steam bath vd th reflux condenser for
tv/o hours. The presence of white barium hydroxide could be
detected in the yellow barium thiocarbonate product,
I repeated the above experiment, this tir® heating for
six hours in addition to allowing the mixture to stand over
night. The result v/as a uniform yellow product. Yield of
unnurified oroduct was 88/«,
The next attemot was to prepeire the barium thio-
carbonate from directions given in Vanino's ’'Prapc.ra tive Chemie''^'^
similar to those given by Biltz. I found these directions
satisfactory. The yield is not as large but probably contains
less of* the barium hydroxide as an imnurity than the previous
produc t
,
The two methods of t soaring the thiocarbonate go well
together since the student can complete the orocedure in Biltz
while waiting f’or the reaction to take olace on the steam bath
% in the British procedure.
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To! Dr. Tj, C. Newell
From: G. P. Baker
Subject: Barium Thiocarbonate
A brief search of the literature revealed nothing of
value concerning barium thi Dcarbonate,
I attempted to purify barium thiocarbonate on the
basis of solubility without results. All of the yellow salt
went into solution and left a white mixtur e of barium h^rdroxide
and a trace of' barium carbonate, I concluded that the carbon
disulfide-reflux method, although apparently giving a good yield,
actually gives a very poor yield, as most of the product is
barium hydroxide crystals covered with a thin layer of barium
thiocarbonate.
The hydrogen sulfide method (Biltz) appears to give
the purer product.
I atterapted to neutralize the barium hydroxide with
hydrochloric acid and decomposed the thiocarbonate as might
have been expected. The reactions probably v/ere:
BaCSj 4- 2HC1 BaCl2 4- H2GS3
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To; Dr. L, C. Newell
From; G, ?• Baker
Subject: Barium Thiocarbonate
Since writing the last report (jan. 2.) I found tbe
following information in Ghemical Abstracts vol. 20, no, 21,
p. 3402, 1926. "Ba thiocarbona te was prend. by adding GSg to
a solu, of Ba(0H)2 which was satd. at 50*^ and heating on the water
bath belov/ the b. p. of CSo until no Ba(0H)2 cryst, out on cooling.
On evapg, almost to d rynees and cooling there sens, a mixt, of
crystals of Ba(0H)2 and (presumably) BaCS3, as large yellow double-
hexagonal pyramids. The latter are pptd, with ale, and are sol,
in hot water to a dark orange solu,
,
which gives the character-
istic reactions of Na2GS3 solu. on addn. of Pb(OAc)^, Fe^Clg,
and GUSO4, but without interference of nolysulfides. On heating
BaCS3 decomposes to BaO and S,"
I took some of the barium hydroxide-thiocarbonate
mixture, added an equal volume of water and brought it to a
boil. Most of the thiocarbonate went into solution leaving a
barium hydroxide sludge. I filtered off the clear liquor and
precipitated out the thiocaerbonat e with alcohol. This gave a
oroduct which I think contains Te ss barium hydroxide.
I added some GuSO^ solution to a solution of BaGS^
and obtained a heavy dark brown precipitate suggested as a test
for a thiocarbonate. On heating the BaGS3 decomposed leaving
a white nowder and giving off first CSg ^^nd then SO2. The
reactions probably were:
BaGS3 —^ BaS GS2
2BaS + 3O2 2BaO
-f 2SO2
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February tP, 1929
To: Dr. Tjo G, Newell
From: 0.?, Baker
Subject: Thiocarbonates
I attempted to deterralne the relative nurity of two
previously prepared yields of barium thiocarbonate
;
one prepared
by the vacuum process and the other by precipitation with alcohol
The vacuiiiii-process thiocarbonate vvas greenish-yellow and I sus-
pected the pr- esence o^ barium sulphide as it is yellow to green
in color and might be -^onaed by decomposition of the barium
thiocarbonate. The addition of fe a,d acetate, however, pre-
cinitated flocculent vermilion lead thiocarbonate v/ithout a
noticeable trace of lead sulfide in the -^reshly nrecinitated
stage. There did annear a trace o-^ a milky precipitate which
did not settle out as the vermilion nrecloitate Wnich may have
been lead hydroxide. This milky precipitate did not anpear
when lead acetate v/as added to the thiocarbonate precipitated
by alcohol, instead, a clec.r liquid in which the vermilion
precipitate formed resulted. The apparent insolubility and
uniformity of the lead thiocarbonate caused me to attempt a
quantitative analysis of the two samples of thiocarbonate.
The proposed method of analysis was to precipitate
the thiocarbonate as lead thiocarbonate by adding lead acetate
solution, let settle, decant, wash once with v/ater the insol-
uble vermilion precipitate, add v/ater and boil decomposing
the lead thiocarbonate to lead sul-^ide, filter on a weighed
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back to barium thiocarbonate,
I weighed out exactly a half gram of e£. ch sample
and dissolved seoarately in cold water, nearl^'’ a liter of
water was required for each samnle as they went into solution
very slowly since hot water could not be used v/ithout decom-
posing the thiocarbonate. The analjrses were interrupted at
this point. The next day I found the lead thiocarbonate com-
pletely decomnosed into the f'ine-grained black lead sulfide.
I continued the analysis but, nrobably due to failure to wash
the precipitate, results of over tOO^ v/ere obtained.
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To: Dr. Tj, c. Nev/ell
From: C. P, Baker
Subject: Thiocarbonates
I continued my stiady of the quantitative analysis
of Barium Thiocarbona te bj'' repeating the orocedure outlined in
the last renort up to the lead sulfide noint. Then, instead of
drying and weighing the lead sulfide nrecinitate I converted
»
the lead sulfide to lead sulphate, as suggested at our last
meeting, filtered on quantitative filter naper, burned the













2.3238 gms. PbS04 15.9520
1.1776 gr. PbS04
An analysis of the above results show them to be
worthless. The abnormally large weight of lead sul:^ate may
have been due to the occlusion o-f* lead acetate used to pre-
cipitate the lead thiocarbonate. Time did not nermit me to
check this un
Jlew; ' ... .c . :cT
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To: Dr. L. C. Newell
From: G. ?. Bafcer
Subject: Analysis of BaCS^
I continued my study of the quantitative analysis of
barium thiocarbonate
.
The following steps were carried out:
(t) Dissolved samnle in 3N lead acetate solution:
Possibilites in the solution: Ba(aH)2»
any BaS not decomposing in the cold. Barium
thiosulphate samole impurity, barium ooly-
sulphide, and the desired lead thiocarDonate
verinilion precipitate,
(2) Boiled for about twenty minutes.
Result is formation of lead sulphide. Any
barium sulphide would decompose.
(3) Filtered off lead sulphide precipitate,
(4) Washed with hot -water until filtrate gave no
further test ^or lead acetate,
A few white soecks remained v/ith lead sulphide
in case of vacuum-prepared sample
.
(5) Dissolved lead sulphide from filter with hot dilute
hydrochloric acid,
(6) Added sulnhuric acid to precipitate lead as sulphate,
-« (7) Let stand overnight to allow crystals to grow,
(8) Filtered on balanced filter caper,
(9) Dried at 51^ G. until constant weight (about 1 hr,)
(to) Galculated back to barium thiocarbonate.
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Wt. of ?bS04 (ale.)
1 st weighing .5984



















Galculation to BaGS 3
.2620 X £45 = .2118
303
Percent Purity
X 100 a 100. 5>
.
c: I U I
I atteiTipted to dissolve the lead sulphate in
aiTimonium acetate in order to determine if any barium sulphate
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To: Dr, I,. G. Newell
From: G . P . Baker
Subje ct; A Method of Preparing BaGS^
I tried out the new method of Drenaration suggested
at our last con’^^erence making one major change, I omitted to
displace the air v/i th hydrogen "^or the f'ollowing reasons:
1
, By subjecting the mixture to high vacuum some of the
GS^ vaporizes and disnlaces the air dissolved in the
mixture.
2, The vacuum draws out a higher percentage o:^ air than
could be disolaced by hydrogen,
3, The process is made simnler.
The steps in the modi-'^ied preparation are as follows
to Pulverize 20 grams of barium hydroxide. (The barium
hydroxide used contained about ,6% of Ga salts which may have
caused the difficulty in the analytical nrocedure previously
reported,
)
2, Suspend, the barium hydroxide in about 3C0 c.c. of
alcohol in a 5C0 c.c, flask,
3. Add an excess of carbon disulfide (I 50 c.c.) as some i
lost before reacting.
4, Connect the flask to a long vertical condenser and
prepare ^or later heating with a v/ater bath,
5. Connect the top of the condenser to the vacuum amd
start the vacuum pump. The water bath should be cool and no
v^ater should be in the condenser at this time
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6. After the sir has been disnlaced, Worm the water in the
water bath and start the cold water '^lowing in the condenser
jacket,
9^1 7. Adjust the vacuum and. water-bath temperature so that
the reflux action can take nlace at -^rom 30 to 50^ C. Allow
to reflux for 3 or 4 hours,
8, Stop reflijix action by draining water from condenser
jacket. This allows the carbon disulphide to be driven off,
9. Goncerrtrate the alcoholic mixture to about 150 c.c,
using vacuum. This is not necessary if all the carbon di-
sulphide has been driven o:^'-'^ previously,
to. Filter and dry on a suction filter.
The above method gives a good yield (over 50/o) and
good quality product. The nuri ty of the product I believe
depends on the purity of the barium hydroxide used and time of
refluxing. To my knowledge the use of the reflux on an al-
coholic suspension has never been carried out or the idea of
a vacuum reflux to remove the oxygen ever been made use cf
,
in preparing thiocarbonates.
I attempted to reflux a satirated alcoholic solution
of barium hydroxide without an excess of barium hydroxide. No
yield was obtained.
The addition of a very dilute solution of copper
_ sulfate to some of barium thiocarbonate ga.ve a flesh-color
flocculent precipitate. This orecinitate which is probably
cooper thiocarbonate see^TB to be more stable than the lead thio-
carbonate. On boiling the mixture black cupric sulphide v/as
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I attsched. ft stirrftr to* ft 5^ o*ft. flask and 'ladfi
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To: Dr. L. G. Newell
From: C. P, Baker
Subject: The Use of a Stirrer in Vacuum Reflux Method
I attached a stirrer to a 500 c.c, flask and made
two four-hour runs folloYving the directions outlined in the
Vacuum Reflux Method of the March 11th report. The first
run gave a -^airly good-looking product, but of low yield;
the second run gave a green-colored substance. I have con-
cluded that stirring nrevents oroper refluxing -^lo m taking
Dlace and is not necessa.ry.
I repeated my tests of BaCS^ with a freshly-prepared
10/^ solution of CUSO4 , and got a black precipitate (CuS) on
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To: Dr. D, , ^Tevvell
From: G. Ba’^^er
Subject: Barium Thiocarbonate
I prepared bc.rium thiocarbonate -^roa the barium
hydroxide containing less tht.n .OtJ'J calcium salts. The
vacuum re-^lux method was used. The oroduc t was separated f'rom
the alcohol on a suction filter and then placed in a test tube.
No other means of drying was used.
I next attempted to ana.lyze the product by converting
to cupric sulfide, washing, dissolving in nitric acid and
plating out the copper electroly tically. After several a^ttempts
continually getting a. black, loose copoer deposit, I analyzed the
product by nrecipi tating as le£.d thiocarbonate, washing, dis-
solving in hydrochloric acid nrecioi tating as lead sulfate
by adding sul:^uric a.cid.
The analysis calculated on a dry basis gave 76. 3^
EaGS^. A Little of the barium sul^a.te passed through the
filter paper, a,nd the sample wtis not c..bsolutely dry causing the
results to be lower than they should have been.
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To; Dr. I,. G. Newell
From; C, ?. Baker
Subject; Barium Thio carbonate
In accordance with our conversation of last week I
made a determination for dryness and -^ound nearly 17/® damp-
ness, probably alcohol. This would have raised the calcula.ted
purity of last week’s results to 93/'^. I repeated tbe an cc lysis
and atteinpted to shorten it by dissoi/ing the l«ad thiocarbona te
in ri ,30 - omitting the KOI, but the results were not fa/orable.
I reviewed the dif'^erent methods of analysis which I
have made and reported to you in my various renorts. The lead
acetate methods descrioed in the TTarch 3 and April 1 reports
seem the most promising.
I attemnted to nr enare BaCS^ by refluxing BaS a.nd
GS2 . BaCS^ was -^ormed but was more imnure than by other
methods. The BaS was not as pure as might have been expected.
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Tot Dr. Tj, 0. Newell
Fro^u: C. P, Baker
3ub> ct: Thiocarbonates
I nade another attefriot to prepare Bariu:Ti Thio carbonate
by refliixing 3aS with GS^ . This tirie I refluxed for eight
hours without vacuum as lay vacuum pumn v/as out o-^ order. The
product before drying was green and turned to yellow on driving
off the excess GS2.
I next attempted to prepare some ligGS^ by the Ber-
zelius method suggested on cage I9 of 3. W. Yeoman’s article
of which you have a cony. MgS04 is added to BaCS^j giving
MgGS^ and BaS04 which is filtered of f
.
The yellow MgGS^ solu-
tion was then partially evaporated under suction obtained
f'rom a water puiap. The evaporation v/as slow and I was not able
to complete my work. The possiblli ties, however, look nroia-
ising. The BaCSj water solution is red while the MgGS^ is
citron yellow.
Below I have outlined several methods for pre-
paring barium thiocarbonate
.
t, Prepcire barium hydrosul'f'ide by passing hydrogen sulfide
into a saturated solution of bcirlum hydroxide. Add equal
amounts warm barium h^^droxlde solution and precipitate
barium thiocarbonate with carbon disul-^ide. 7»'ash v/lbh water and
alcohol. Impure product resulted,
2, Reflux barium hydroxide with carbon disulfjcte for two
hours. Result was barium hydroxide coated wi th barium thio-
carbonate for both two and eight-hour runs.
ff ;
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3. Ref].ii:>L barium hydroxide suspended in aicohol v/ith excess
of carbon disulfide under vacuum. (March 11). Result very
^ood.
4, Same as No. 3 with stirring. Product not as good as in
No. 3 .
5, Refluxing barium sul-^ide with carbon disulfide. Product
was not pure,
6. Same as No. 3 using barium sulfide instead of barium
hydroxide. I have not tried this. Do you think; it v/ould work?
(
aaeoxs ridiw IcfiooXtS rtJ. h&bn&qBua ©f>JLxc*i£>Yrf mi/lijtjd
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May 6, 1929.
To: Dr. Tj, C. Newell
From: C. P. Baker
Subject: Ma^nesiu-a Thiocarbonafce
I attempted to prepare MgOS^ by passing H2 S saturated
with GS2 into alcohol in which MgO was suspended, as suggested
in Yeoman's article n. 19. The gas was passed in for about
eight hours with only a small amount of the MgO converted to
AigCS^, As MsGS;^ is more insoluble in ether than alcohol I
decided to suspend part of the partially converted mixture in
ether and pass the gas through it for four hours more. This
resulted in a more rapid conversion, a yellow salt presuiaably
MgCS^ being formed.
The preparation of MgGS^ from BaGS^ by precipitating
out the barium as BaS04 on addition of MgS04 has not as yet
materialized. BaGS 3 being only slightly soluble in water re-
quired a large volume of water to get it into solution. The
addition of the I'.igS04 solution precipitated the BaS04 which was
filtered off. I then attempted to concentrate the filtrate
which should contain MgGS-^ by vacuum evaporation at room tem-
perature. The rate evaporation is very slow and in ten
hours had not concentrated en ough to throw any cf the MgGS^
out of solution. I did not heat the solution for fea.r of de-
composing the IlgGS^. A sraall amount of the .yellow solution on
being heated in a test tube precipitated a white salt.
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May 20, 1929.
To: Dr. L. C. Nev/ell
From; G. ?, Baker
^ Subject: Magnesium Tliiocarbonate
The MgGSj which I prepared May 7 and placed in a
stoppered test tube was found to have decomposed completely
into a white powder. This Indicates that the MgCS^ is much
less stable than the BaCS^.
I prepared some more MgGS3 by nassing HpS saturated
with CSg into MgO susoended in ether. I then divided the
yellow llgGS^ formed into two portions. One portion I kept sub-
merged in CS2 and the other I nut av/ay in contact virith GS2
and HoS vapors but not actually wetted by liquid GS2 . Obser-
vation of the products from time to time shows slight, if any,
indication of decomposition,
I made another attempt to prepare MgCS^ by metathesis
from BaCS^ and MgSO^, but without good results. The BaS04 can
be filtered, off but the MgGS3 left in the filtrate will not
stand even vacuum evaporation without decomposing.
The BaGS^ I prepared a month previous was found to
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Char^ter III
A New i^Iethod of Prenering Barium Tri thiocarbonate
The author wishee to call the attention of the reader to
a few iniD<x tant facts concerning the oreparation of trithio-
carbonates which became evident as the experimental work pro-
ceeded. Experiment showed that the apparatus must be lent
reasonably free from air to prevent the oxidation of the tri-
thiocarbona.te from taking nlace, that the temperature must not
be allowed to rise above 50*^ C. or decomoosi tion will take place,
that refluxing a mixture of barium hydroxide, waiter, and carbon
disulfide would not give a good product because tie reaction
does not go to completion in water, and that barium tri thiocar-
bonate is practically insoluble in ethyl alcohol.
It was the above facts which suggested to the author the
method which he has chosen to develop ard call the "Partial
Vacuum-Reflux l*Iethod."
The method in the ecirlier stage of its development is
outlined in a memorandum to Br. L. G. Newell dated March 11 ,
*
1929* The author has found the following somewhat revised
procedure to give a high-nurity barium tri thiocarbonate
:
Place in a round-bottom liter flask 25 grams of
barium hydroxide v/hich has been previously pulssrofized. Add
about 300 c.c. of ethyl alcohol and about 200 c.c. of caroon
disulfide to the flask. PI;, ce the f*lask in a water bath and
connect a vertical water-cooled condenser. From the top of the
condenser connect a rubber tube to the suction. An ordinary
* See page 23
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water suction pump will suffice. Start the suction and put
sorae warm water in the water bath. The mixture should soon
start to reflux. Regulate the suction S3 that most of the
carbon disulfjd e will condense in the water-cooled condenser,
and drop back again into the mixture. A small gas I'^lame or
an electric hot nlate can be used to keen the water in the
water bath at about 4o^ C. The color of the mixture will turn
from colorless to yellov/ in a f’ew minutes. Six to eight hours
a,re required to get a high percent conversion. The process can
be stooped and more carbon disulfide added if it is necessary.
When the refluxing period has been completed, pour the contents
of the flask into a liter beaker, let the mixture settle, and
decant the carbon disulfide and alcohol from the yellow solid
at the bottom of tie beaker, A senaratory funnel may be used
to advantage to senarate the carbon disulfide from the yellow
mixture. The barium tri thiocerbonate js then seoarated from
the barium carbonate formed during the reaction oy dissolving
the barium tri thiocarbonate in warm water, which should not
be over 30® G. Alcohol is then added to precipitate the
barium tri thiocarbonate -Prom the water solution. Filter off
the precipitate on a suction filter, and dry it in an oven
at 50® C. An 80 to 9C percent yield of bc^.rium tri thiocarbonate
of about 90/^ Durlty should result. The oduct should oe placed
either in a tightly stopnered container or over carbon di-
sulfide. If barium tri thiocarbonate is left open to the air
it v/ill completely decompose in a few days into a v^hite powder.
The author believes, notwi ths t an d'ing the claim of Yeoman*
•M- See ref. t, n. 4
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whose vfork will be referred to again later, that a product of
very much higher ourity would not be possible by any Laethod
in whij h the barium tri thiocarbon-ate is exposed to the air
for a very long period.
There are two outstanding advantages which the above
method has over other methods. First, the refluxing tempera-
ture is lowered, and air is excluded by the use of suction,
and second, the percentage conversion of barium hydroxide to
bariixm trithiocerbona te is increased by ht. ving the barium
hydroxide suspended in alcohol in. which barium tri thiocarbonate
is practically insoluble.
The reaction which takes nlace is probably;
3Ba( 0H;2 4 3089 ^ 2Bb.CS^ + BaC03 + H2O
tc Joufco'tq « ,'i83iiX rtls^j^ o3 bek^ieti^i sd fliw ji-xvvr ©acdw
Vfocr,4 se: Y^A vd si ci la act ©d Jon blucxn Y-^ i^trcr nefigMd doum xn&v
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Some Di''^ficu.lties -vtth Stcnderd Methods of Analysis
Several investigators have nrepc-red 'bariuTn tri thiocarbonate
in various degrees or nurity, but few have attempted to analyze
i fiit. Berzelius ^ pointed out that, owing to their instability,
tri thiocarbonates can be nrenared only with grec-t di-"’-^iculty
,
Veley* claimed that barium tri thiocarbonate existed as a yellow
solid, but he was unable to analyze it, 'lost investigators
have identified tri thi occ rbonates by ouali tc tive tests only.
Yeoman claimed to have analyzed barium tri thiocarbonate using
ordinary emnirical methods o-^ anal 3rsls, and to have obtained
good results. The exact methods used b^^ Yeomon are not clearly
stated in the reprint of a thesis written by him and appearing
in the literature. Acting on the suggestion that barium tri-
thiocarbonate might be analyzed hy ordinary eimnirical methods
the author snent many days in the laboratory attempting to
mahe use of several common analytical methods in analyzing
his product. Some the di'^:f‘icul ties which were encountered
are recorded in this chanter.
The author atteimpted to deter aine the carbon content of
his product oy combustion in an electric furnace as suggested in
several texts on qua.nti ta tive analysis. The results -were
varied and always over This was due to oxides of sulfiAr
being absorbed along with the carbon dioxide. The combustion
18. Berzelius, Am. ^^hys. Chem. It, 450 {182^}
M- See ref, t, n. 4
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metliod Wc.s abandoned as soon as it becaitie obvious tVic. t any
solvent. tba.t v/ould oick up the acid carbonate radical would ci,lso
pick up the oxides of sulfur. Other nethods of deternining
carbon w-^re sought, but none v/ere found that could be applied
to a comnound containing such a high percent of sul-^ur as is
present in barium tri thi ooarbonate.
The author next considered, the v/ell-Vnown Garius tube
method of determining totcil sul'^ur. According to this procedure
the sulfur is oxidized with nitric acid at a. high temperature
and pressure to sulfur trioxide. The sulfur trioxide med
is dissolved in water and washed into a beaker, precipitated
with barium chloride, and weighed as barium sulfate. This is
one of the methods suggested by Yeoman, and would be all right
for any trithiocarbonate excent che one in which the author is
interested, namely; barium trithiocarbonate. The method is
useless in this instance since the barium already present in
the saraple, causes the formation o-^ the insoluble barium
sulfate which is di-'^ficult to get out o:^ the tube. The barium
sulfate ¥7ould also occlude any imourities th£.t were present in
the original samnle. Conseouen tl^r, the Carius method was
considered unsatisfactory
,
The only other element in barium trithiocarbonate which
could be determined empirically v/as barium v/hich is usually de-
termined as a sulfate. The aiuthor ran several stra.ight btrium
determinations with aooarently very good results. Put it is ob-
vious that these results have very little value as small traces
of barium nresent in the samnle as hydroilde or carbonate vvculd
be included in the total oercent barium indicated by the analysis.
^ sire iV\ c
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After this exDerience, the author concluded that, in suite of
Yeoman’s claims •f’or empirical methods, he would search '^or other
methods of analysis.
) The author next started a new line of attack. It was known
that barium tri thiocarbonate decomposed on heating according
to the follov/ing equation: BaCS^ BaS 4* GS2. With this in
raind the author attemoted to analyze his product by nlacing a
small quantity of the sample in a crucible, and weighing both
together. The contents were heated strongly for an hour or so
with a Bunsen burner until the barium tri thiocarbonate was
completely decomposed. The difference in weight was considered
carbon disulfide. The residue was then placed in an Erlenmeyer
flask, and tie sulfur oresent as barium sulfide was determined
by adding hydrochloric acid, collecting the volatile hydrogen
sulfide in lead acetate, oxidizing the lead sul-^ide -formed with
hydrogen peroxide, and weighing the sul-^^ur as a sulfate. From
this weight the sulfur present in the original sample as a sul-
fide was calculated. A small white precipitate which remained
in the Erlenmeyer flask was seoarated -^rora the hydrochloric
acid mixture, and recorded as insoluble matter. Sulfuric acid
was then added to the filtrate, and the barium determined as
barium sul-f“ate. The barium nresent as bc.rium tri thiocarboncite
was calculated "Prom the weight o-^ the barium sulfate precipitate,
1
^
The method looked good, and the author spent many hours attempt-
ing to get results, but met th -failure a-^ter -failure. Minor
changes in the procedure were made but with no better results.
The results were, in all instances, low, much lower than seemed
reasonable. It occurred to the author that some of the barium
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sulfide might be oxidized by heating in the early stage of the
analysis. To check this nossibility o-f* error, several determi-
nations of sulfur as a sulfide were made without previously heavt
int the saranle. These determinations did not give correct
results for the sulfur nreseitt as a sulfide due to partial oxida
tion of carbon disul'^ide, No Insoluble residue, hov^ever, re-
mained in the Srlenmeyer -^lasli: as had been noticed previously.
This seemed to indicate that oxidation had taken nla.ce during
the heating of the sample. An attempt was made to oxidize the
carbon disulfide quanti to,ti vely
,
but withTj. t results. Carbon
disulfide can be oxidized only with di-^ficulty. Consequently,
the author v/as obliged to abandon the method and search further.
The DQSsibility of determining the carbon dlsul'^ide by
positive instead negative methods was next considered.
vS"
Palleres, in tC:44, su.ggested a. simple method :^or determining
carbon disulfide in potassium tri thiocarbonate which was used
at that time as an insecticide. The tri thiocarbonate was de-
composed by adding sulfurous acid. The carbon disulfide freed
was distilled into benzene and the increase in volume determined
the available carbon disul-?^ide in the originail sample was cal-
culated :i’roiTi this increase in volume. A similar method was sug-
gested by Muntz in 1883. Carbon disul-<^ide was distilled -f^rom
a sample 3-^ the tri thiocarbonai.te to v/hich zinc sulfate hf d been
added. 4he ca.rbon disulfide 'was collected in a grcxduated cyl-
inder an3 the increase in volume was noted, as in Falieres*
See ref. 2, p. 4
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method. Muntz claimed good results. The results orobahly
were suf'^iciently accurate -^or the industrial need of his time.
Such methods, however, ftre out of keening with the accuracy
required in the present instance. The author, by this time
thoroughly dlssatis^^ied with the prospects of the methods used
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The Development of a ITev/ Method of Analysis
Mermet* in 187^5 called attention to the fact that the
addition of a few drops of lead acetate solution to a solution
containing a tri thiocarbonate produced a, vermilion precipitate
of lead tri thiocarbonate. Mermet’s results suggested to the
author the possibility of analyzing barium tri thiocarbonate
by dissolving the sample in water, precipi tatlng the tri thio-
carbonate radical as lead tri thiocarbonate, converting to
lead sulfate, and calculating the percent purity from the v/eight
of the lead sulfate. Some of the earlier attempts to use this
method met with the failures which were recorded in memorandums
dated February 18, 25, and March 3, 19291^"^
Several factors collectively caused the failures, but these
factors were not known to the author at the time. Lc.ter ex-
periments showed that too much of an excess of lead acetate had
been used, that the excess lead acetate had not been completely
washed out o:^ the lead tri thiocarbonate precipitate, that some
of the barium tri thiocarbonate had hydrolized bef or- e reacting,
and thci t the dissolving of the lead sulfate from the filter
paper, and the drying of the precipitate on a filter paper had
introduced errors.
Since the experiments referred to above were completed
changes have been made in the procedure ie ed to correct the
difficulties met. The new procedure which has emerged from the
failures referred to follows: Weigh out about .2 grams of the
See ref. 3, cage 5
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sample, and place it in a liter beaker C3ntaining about pCC c.c,
of lead acetate solution v/i th ,15 lead acetate -^or
every ,1 gram O'^ saraole. fo not let the sample come in contact
with pure water before it is added to the lead acetate solution
or it 7/ill hydrolyze. Warm i-he solution t'O a'oout .30^ C. d
agitate until the yellow barium tri thiocarbonate is entirely
converted to the insoluble red lead tri thiocarbonate . Allov/
the mixture to stand until the solution above the red lead tri-
thiocarbonate is clear, decctnt or syphon off the clear liquor,
and test the liquor for lead with hjrdrogen suli'^ide. A test for
lead indicates excess lead acets.te. Wash until no excess lead
acetate remains. Boil the mixture vigorously for about one-
half hour to decomnose the lead tri thioGarbona.te, Stnd expel the
resulting disul-^ide -^rora the mixture. Wash once more with water
Add an excess hydrogen n^roxide, about b"} c.c. of a three
percent solution, to the mixture, and boil until all of the lead
sul:^ide is oxidized, to lead sulfate. Filter the lead sulfate
on a quantitative filter paner, and ignite in a v/eighed crucilbe
Some of the lead, sulfate will be reduced to lead by the burning
paper. Redissolve the lead by adding a ^ew drops of nitric acid
(dilute), and evapora te almost tD dryness, add waiter and a few
drops of sul-^uric acid (dilute) to convert the lead nitrate
to lead sul:*"ate. Fvanorate to dryness, and drive of-*' the ex-
cess sulfuric acid by heating strongly on an electric heater.
Use a crucible cover to nrevent loss ''rora snatterlng. Cool in
a desiccator, and weigh. Calculate the percent barium trlthio-
carbonate in the original sample -^rom the weight the lead
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sulfate in the crucible. The analysis requires about five hours,
but gives good results considering the nature o-f* the substance
analyzed.
The following reactions take olace:
BaCS^ + Pb(OAc}o PbCS^ + BafOAc}^
PbGSj — Eb5+ CSo
PdS + 4H2 O2 PbSO^. + 4H2 O
Sorae of the analytical results obtained using the above
procedure follow:
Analysis I
Wt. of weighing bottle and contents 12,0191
Wt. after removing setraole 1 1 *7333
Wt. of* semnle .2858
Wt. of* crucible and PbS04 13.^389
Wt, of crucible 13»41P5
Wt. of PbS04 .3207
„ 245 100 r 91.3fj BaCSx in sample
Analysis II
Wt. of weighing bottle and contents 12,1586
Wt. after removing saraole 1 1 *7213
Wt, of sample .4373
Wt. of crucible and PbS04 14.2857
Wt. of crucible 13.8137
Wt. of ?bS04 .4720
,4720 X X 100 = 87.5/13 BaCSj in samnle (a little loss
503 .4373 ^
was caused by spattering)
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Wt. of weighing bottle and contents 13.38j50
Wt. after reiaoving saranle 1 2 , 1 79
^t, of sample .4651
Wt. of crucible and PbSO^ 14 *7920
Y^t. of crucible 1 4 .2736
Wt. of PbS04 .5164
SI 64 X X = Q9>9fo 3aCS-5 in sample*"
,40u1
Barium tri thiocarbonate decomposes slowly when exposed to
the air. This fact makes it improbable that a barium trithio-
ca.rbonate of \00% purity could be cr epared and kept in pure
form for a very long period.
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Chapter VI
Some Physical and Chemical Properties of
Barium Trithiocarb.ina te
^ Barium tri thiocarbonate is a yellov/ solid at ordinary
temperatures, and dissolves in water tof^xm a reddish-colored
solution. The exact solubility, however, is difficult to de-
termine as barium tri thiocarbonate hydrolyzes in water even at
room temperatures. This is as one would expect since all salts
formed from weak acids and strong bases hydrolyze. If hot water
is used the tri thiocarbonate will decomnos e immediately. The
equation for the reaction taking olace is orobably:
BaCS^ f 2^20 + 20^-^ BaS203 + BaCO^ + CS^ f 2H2 S
The salt will decompose in a few hours if it is exoosed to strong
sunlight. If the barium tri thiocarbonate is left in an open
dish it will decompose comoletely in a '^ew days, the exact time
depends on the temperature and humidity of the surroundings.
The e.uthor found that if kept in a tightly-stoppered test tube,
the stoppered end of vh ich had been dipped in paraffine, the
tri thiocarbonate salt kept for three or four months before
showing indications of serious decomposition. The reactions
which take place during decomposition in air appear to be:
BaGS3 BaS + GSo
BaS t H20-^BaC0H)2 + H^S
Ba( 0H )2 + COo ( •'"rom air) BaGO^
The white residue resulting from decomposition is composed
largely of Ba(0H)2 and BaCO^ with traces of BaS203.
The author observed the t carbon disulfide was one of the
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first products resulting ^roin decomposition in &ir. This suggested
the possibility of oreventing, or at least rainimizing, the de-
composition by keening the barium tri thiocarbonate in an at-
mosphere of carbon disul-^ide. At the present writing, January
1330
,
the author has some barium tri thiocarbonate v/hich he pre-
pared in Ilarch 1329, and has kept surrounded v\?ith an atmosphere
of carbon disul'f’ide. The tri thiocarbonate does not aopear to
ha-ve decomoosed.
An attempt was made to determine the effect of temperature
on the rate of decomposition of the dry salt, A weighed amount
of the tri thiocarbonate was placed in a crucible and heated in
a sand bath. The changes in weight are recorded in the accom-
panying table.
Decomposition Data
77t, of sample at start ,5196
Wt. of crucible at start 15.6087
Wt. of crucible a^d sample a t start 1-. 1283
Time Temo. V/eight Loss
1 :45 P.M. 70 16.1283 0.0000
2 :20 70 16.1053 -.0230
3:00 70 16.1065 * . 0012
3:40 85 16 . 1034 -.0031
4:05 100 16 , 1028 - . 0006
4: 17 120 16.1020 -.0008
4:32 140 16.1006 -.0014
4:50 150 16. 1009 -.0003
(left over night)
10:00 A.M, 170 16.1018 i .0009
11:45 180 16.1012 -.0006
1 :20 P.^T, 190 16. 1009 - .0003
2 : 30 195 16.0989 -.0020
3:50 200 16 .0976 -.0013
4 : 45 210 16.0946 -.0030
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Several other sirnilar decomposition tests were made.
Sampl'-^-s which were heated t > to iperatures cdoove G. ig-
nited and burned v^ith a rose-coloi’ed flame.
The follov»ing c inclusions might be drawn from the above
da ta J
1. The sample contained a little carbon disul-^ide or other
volatile impurity vdiich v/a.s driven o-^:^ at the start,
2. The decornnosi ti on of dry barium tri thiocarbon. te does
not increase rapidly with the te'iiperature.
J. Dry btiriuifi trithiocarbonate is f^airlj' stable.
4. Some oxidation was taking nlace during the hetcting.
This is iQade evident especially by the gain in weight which
took place over night.
5. The loss in weight is not the true decomposition loss
since an increase in weight by oxidation was taking place
simul taneous ly
,
6. The sample took fire when the kindling temperature of
carbon disul'^ide was exceeded. The samples did n'lt all take
fire at the same temneratiire due to variations in the rate of
hea.ting and amount of air in contact with the saranle.
No treatment of tri thiocarbona tes would be complete with-
out including something concerning the reactions of the tri-
thiocarbonates with metallic salts. It was, no doubt, the
many-colored tri thiocarbona.te salts which first aroused the
curiosity of investigators. As far back as 1876 Ilermet* pro-
posed the addition of a nickel salt as a test. He claimed
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that one drop of a decinormal solution of a nickel salt, which
has been decolorized by adding emmonium hydroxide, will detect
one part of trithiocarbonc. te in sixty thousand oarts of SDlution.
A cherry-red tint is nroduced.
Hirschkind suggests the follov/ing test for the detection
of thiocarbonates in xantfeates. To 50 c.c. of a solution to be
tested for thiocarbonates add a little of a solution of
Pb(0Ac)o. If the solution turns red or brown the oresence of
thiocarbonates is indicated.
Several investigators, airiong whom are Papineau, Couture,
:i •M'
G-losse'; and Mang, studied the characteristic reactions which
take place between tri bhioce.rbonates and metallic salts. Some
of the most frequently mentioned are given below.
Pb sal ts
An alkaline solution o"^ a lead salt gives a red precipitate
which is insoluble in an excess o^^ the reagent, in neutral
or very slightly alcoholic solution, and gradually turns black
on heating. The author of this thesis found the orecipitate
to decomnose if allowed to stand or if v/armed. The products of
decomposition were lead sulfide, and carbon disulfide.
Ni salts
An alkaline solution of a nickel salt (containing tar-
tari c acid) gives a snlendid garned-red solution in the cold;
in an ammoniacal solution the addition o-^ a small amount of the
reagent produces a wine-colored orecipitate, 'which dissolves to
give a garnet-red on addition of an excess of the reagent.
See ref. 12, P* 8
See ref. 13, P* 8
% See ref. 14, P. 8
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The addition of cadiuiun eceta.te to a tri thiocarbonate
solution gives a yellov/ nrecipitate vh ich dissolves in an excess
of the reagent to give a very deen yellow color.
Hp-; salts
The addition of a neutral solution of mercuric chloride
in ammonium hydroxide produces a deep orange precini tt. te v*'Mch
gra.dually changes to a milk-chocola.te brown. A fine black
Dowder is -formed if an excess of the reagent is added.
Fe'^'*' salts
Alkaline solutions of iron salts (in the presence of tar-
trates) produce a wine-colored orecipitate which turns blc ck
on adding more of the reagent, but has a deeo wine-color tinge
by transmitted light.
Fe'**'*"^ salts
Ferric salts give similar results, but are somewhat darker
red by transmitted light,
Ak salts
The addition of silver nitrate gives a gelatinous
flocculent nrecini tate which looks black, but is brownish-red
by transmitted light, and is insoluble in excess of the reagent.
Gu salts
Copper salts produce a precipitate very similar to that
produced b^/’ silver salts, but are extremely soluble in an ex-
cess o"^ the reagent to give a brovmish-red solution v/hich turns
lighter red if a large excess of the reagent is added.
Pi salts
The addition of an ammoniacal solution of a. bismuth salt
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to a solution of tri thiocarbonate gives a dark brown precipitate,
Mang^'*" listed the colors o-^ the precipitates forrried by adding
salts of heavy metals to solutions of tri thiocarbonates as
follows
:







Generally speaking, the colors first produced are tVe
colors of the metal tri thiocarbonates
,
but, as most of the
tri thiocarbonate salts are unstable, they hydrolyze on stand-
ing, forming either sulfides cr oxides. The secondary color
is the colcr of the resulting mixture. Qualitative color tests
can be quickly made, and are used by most investigators to de-
tect th? presence of tri thiocarbonate s£tlts,
* See ref. 14, oage 8
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Conclusion
In the execution of this thesis the author h^s satisfied
himself that a sul-^ur analogue of barium carbonate exists, and
can be prepared in a relatively pure condition. Research has
revealed several methods of nreoaring barium tri thiocarbonate.
The method which seems most promising, and which the author hc\s
been interested in developing is the so-called "partial Vacuum-
Reflux Method#" In this method barium hydroxide is suspend.ed in
a mixture of alcohol, and. carbon disulfide, and refluxed for
several hours.
The problem of analyzing barium tri thiocarbona te was found
to be extremely dif'-^icult
.
This is due to the unusual occurrence
of the elements bariimn, carbon, and sulfur, combined in the same
compound. The nresence of barium was -^ound to interfere with
most .methods of deterLiining sul:^ur, and the high percentage of
sul-^ur nresent interfered with the analysis of carbon by combus-
tion methods. A method was develoned by the author which in-
volves t're conversion of the barium tri thiocarbonate t o lead
tri thiocarbonate with subsequent decouiposi tion forming lead sul-
fide, vm ich was followed by oxidation to lead sulfate. The per-
centage purity of the barium tri thiocarbonate v^ras calculated for
the weight of the lead sulftte. This procedure requires a high
degree of skill in analytical manipulation, but gives reasonable
results.
Barium tri thi ocarb :)nate was ^ :)und to be .'.uch less stable
tnan ba,rium carbonate. It decomooses slowly on exoosure to air,
and hydrolyzes al.iost ins tantaneously when hot water is added
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to it. It was found that the substance coulcf be 'T eserved' for
lon^ periods in an atmosphere of carbon disulfide.
The oresence o-f* the tri thiocarbonate radical in solution
can be detected qualitatively by adding any one of several
solutions o-*^ heavy metal salts. In each instance a :f'locculent
precipitate of a metal tri thiocarbonate is produced which has
a characteristic color. One O"^ the most insoluble heavy metal
tri thiocarbonates is that of lead. The addition of* lead
acetate to a solution containing the tri t'ai ocarbonate radical
will produce a flocculent vermilion precipitate which will turn
black on heating. This has been found to be a very delicate
test for tri thiocarbonate.
In conclusion, the author suggests to any investigator
who desires to add to present knowledge concerning tri thio-
carbonates that he attemnt to nrepare a pure magnesium
tri thiocarbonate, and analyze it. The reflux method does not
give a good yield of the magnesium salt.
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